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In the 1530s, a handful of Spaniards conquered an immense An
dean empire. Thirty years later, some Andean subjects of what was by
then an immense Spanish empire resolved not to worship the Spaniards'
God. Their resistance was associated with a Quechua ritual phrase, "Taki
Onqoy," usually translated literally as "disease of the dance."l This move
ment was suppressed rapidly by Spanish authority and left no traces ex
cept in a few Spanish documents.

Before the 1960s, historians gave the Taki Onqoy only passing at
tention.2 But in 1964, a brief article in a Peruvian journal touched off at
least three decades of close study and interpretation. The sudden interest
arose partly from the discovery and publication of new sources. But the
fundamental stimulus was a massive surge of interest among South Amer
icans and foreigners in this era in indigenous Andean culture. For the first
time, many Spanish-speaking Peruvians, Bolivians, and Ecuadorians be
gan to trace their national identity not to the Spanish conquerors but to the
Andean conquered.

The new interest in Andean culture prompted historical questions
that had not been asked before with such insistence. Did Andean peoples
resist the new order? Had any authentic Andean identity survived and
held its own? Since the mid-1960s, the Taki Onqoy has fascinated histori
ans because it suggested answers to these questions.

Today the Taki Onqoy offers students of history another kind of op
portunity: a case study in the historiographical process. As a historical

1. The spelling of Quechua words in this research note will follow the most common usage
in the secondary literature. In particular, the spelling of the term Taki Onqoy will follow the
practice of historians (based on their understanding of the Quechua language), rather than
the forms in which it appears in the original Spanish sources, such as "Taqui Hongo" or
"Taqui Ongo."

2. The subject received less than one out of eighty pages in George Kubler, "The Quechua
in the Colonial World," in Handbook of South American Indians, 7 vols., edited by Julian Stew
ard (Washington, D.C.: U.S. Government Printing Office, 1946),2:407.
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problem, the Taki Onqoy is significant, self-contained, and extremely lim
ited in its sources. Thus it is not an epic canvas but a miniature scene in
which the brushstrokes may be clearly discerned. A study of the available
sources and the use to which they have been put may offer insights into
how historians select and interpret evidence and what is at stake.

Sources

A generation after the conquest, Spanish priest Cristobal de Molina
preached in Quechua in front of the cathedral steps in Cuzco. Around 1574
he wrote the Relaci6n de las fdbulas y ritos de los incas, a treatise on the old
Andean religion.3 The work catalogued the indigenous huacas-the count
less divinities, large and small, embodied in the Andean landscape. At the
end of the book, Molina brought his story up to date: "It was ten years ago,
more or less, that there was disaffection4 among these Indians of this
land.... [M]ost of them had fallen into the greatest apostasies, separating
themselves from the Catholic faith that they had received and returning to
the idolatry that they committed in the time of their infidelity."s Molina
did not give a name to this movement but wrote that its adherents "made
a sort of song, which they called Taqui hongo."6

The movement that Molina described was well organized, having
been spread by traveling preachers as far as Cuzco, Lima, and La Paz. He
attributed the initiative to the fugitive Incas of Vileabamba, successive
heirs to the conquered Inca throne who maintained a foothold just outside
Spanish reach. The first to discover the religious movement was Luis de
Olivera, a priest outside the town of Huamanga (now called Ayacucho).
Molina cited Olivera as his source on its teachings:

[T]hey believed that all the huacas of the kingdom, as many as the Christians had
overthrown and burned, had come back to life, and had formed into two sides:
some had joined with the huaca Pachacama, and the others with the huaca Titi
caca, and all traveled in the air commanding that they give battle with God and
conquer him, and they held him to be already conquered; that when the Marquis
[Pizarro] entered this land, God had conquered the huacas and the Spanish had

3. There are several editions of Molina's book. The most recent is that of Henrique Urbano
in Fdbulas y mitos de los incas, edited by Urbano and Pierre Duviols (Madrid: Cronicas de
America, 1989), 49-134. This volume brings together two different sources on the Taki
Onqoy. On Molina and his book, see the introduction by Urbano, 9-41. Clements Markham
included a translation of Molina's book in Narratives of the Rites and Laws of the Yncas (Lon
don: Hakluyt Society, 1873), 3-64. Molina's account of the Taki Onquoy, as discussed and
quoted here, is found in Urbano and Duviols's Fdbulas y mitos, 129-32. Unless otherwise
noted, all quotations from non-English sources are my translations.

4. The text shows yronia, "irony." A better reading seems to be erronia, meaning "opposi
tion" or "disaffection."

5. Molina, Fdbulas y mitos, 129.
6. Ibid.
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conquered the Indians; but that now the world had turned, and God and the Span
ish would be conquered this time and all the Spaniards would die, and their cities
be flooded, and the sea would rise and drown them... .7

The apostates proposed that the gods of the two races were equal:
". .. they believed that God Our Lord had made the Spanish and Castile
and the animals and sustenance of Castile but that the huacas had made
the Indians and this land and the sustenance that the Indians previously
had...."8 The Indians could hasten the huacas' reconquest by resuming
their old fasts and sacrifices, and also by "not eating the things of Castile,
nor using them in eating or dressing, nor entering the churches, nor re
sponding to the call of the priests, nor calling themselves by Christian
names."9 What made the huacas most angry was to see Indians baptized.

The huacas were traditionally embodied in features of the land
scape, such as mountains and stones. According to the new movement,
however, " . .. the huacas no longer put themselves into stones, clouds, or
springs to speak, but embodied themselves in the Indians and made them
speak.... And thus there were many Indians who trembled and rolled on
the ground, and others threw stones as if possessed, making faces...."10

The Indians venerated those whom the huacas possessed, and after such
an episode, "the whole village celebrated for two or three days, dancing
and drinking, and invoking the huaca whom that man ... said he held in
his body...."

In Molina's view, this organized apostasy was a sin and a crime.
The Spanish Empire was developing a program of "extirpation of idola
try" to combat such movements. But Molina was a bit vague about the of
ficial response in this instance. Although he said the apostasy extended
from Lima to La Paz, the only attempt at extirpation that he mentioned
was that by Olivera, the discoverer. Olivera informed the secular and spir
itual authorities about the problem and proceeded to "punish" the of
fenders, but Molina did not say how. The apostasy lasted "more than
seven years," according to Molina, but after its predictions failed and the
last Inca died, it was defeated.

Until recently, Molina's account (widely read in several editions)
provided the only known account of the Andean apostasy of 1565. But in
1964, Peruvian historian Luis Millones called attention to another source:
the Informaciones de servicios by Cristobal de Albornoz.11 A Spanish priest

Z Ibid, 130.
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
10. Ibid., 130-31.
11. This source was first mentioned in print in a bibliographical work published in 194Z It

was first analyzed in Luis Millones, "Un movimiento nativista del siglo XVI, el Taki Onqoy,"
Revista Peruana de Cultura (Lima) 3 (1964):138-40. Millones edited and published the docu
ment in Las informaciones de Cristobal de Albornoz (Cuernavaca: Centro Intercultural de Docu-
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and Molina's contemporary, Albornoz was an ambitious ecclesiastical bu
reaucrat who became at last a deputy of the Bishop of Cuzco. On several
occasions in the course of lawsuits and petitions for advancement, Albor
noz submitted formal testimonials regarding his own accomplishments. A
manuscript containing testimonials from 1569, 1570, 157~ and 1584 was
deposited in the Archivo de Indias in Seville. As documented therein, AI
bornoz's main accomplishment was his work in suppressing the Andean
religious movement described by Molina.

Each of the four informaciones began with a list of detailed ques
tions, followed by the responses of various priests, officials, and landown
ers. The witnesses included both Cristobal de Molina and Luis de Olivera.
All the witnesses supported Albornoz's claims. Most simply repeated the
language of the questions, while some volunteered details of their own. In
the fourth question in the 1570 testimonial, the witnesses were asked:

Whether they know that the said Cristobal de Albornoz, cleric, was appointed by
the Dean and Chapter of the Cathedral of Cuzco as its visitador [inspector] in
the city of Huamanga, ... [where he] discovered the sect and apostasy that was
kept among the natives of the Taqui Ongo, also known as Aira, ... and that they
preached in the name of the huacas Titicaca, Tiaguanaco, and sixty others, and that
these huacas had conquered the God of the Christians and that his turn [mita] was
now over,... [and that] the said preachers were discovered and found by the said
Cristobal de Albornoz in the number of eight thousand natives ... ; some of the
principal members and inventors he sent captive to the Dean and Chapter in
Cuzco, ... and the rest he punished, instructed, and indoctrinated, ... and gave
them salutary penance conforming to their crimes.12

Unlike Molina's Relaci6n, the Informaciones identified the apostasy
as a "sect" with a name: Taqui Ongo or Aira. Otherwise, this source gen
erally agreed with Molina's description of the Andeans' beliefs, hopes,
and practices as well as the place where it was discovered and suppressed.

In his own Relaci6n, Molina had not mentioned the leaders of the
movement. But in his 1577 statement on Albornoz's behalf, Molina wrote
that Albornoz had arrested lithe most principal dogmatists, who were two
men and a woman...."13 In 1584 Molina modified this point: "the most
guilty were two native Indians," one of whom was called Joan Chocne or
Joan Chocna, who "said that he carried with him one whom they did not
see, who told him these things."14 Sent to Cuzco for punishment, the lead-

mentaci6n, 1971). The edition cited here is the corrected one by Millones and Pedro Gui
bovich in El retorno de las huacas: Estudios y documentos sobre el Taki Onqoy, Siglo XVI, edited by
Millones (Lima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 1990), 43-308. On Albornoz and this docu
ment generally, see Guibovich, "Nota preliminar al personaje hist6rico y los documentos," in
the same volume, 23-40.

12. Millones, ed., El retorno, 63-64.
13. Ibid., 181.
14. Ibid., 225.
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ers tearfully recanted after a fiery sermon delivered by Molina himself.
Two other witnesses in 1570 recalled an odder detail about the sect's lead
ership: "certain Indian women ... called themselves Santa Maria and Santa
Maria Magdalena and other names of saints ... in order to be revered as
saints...."15 Although Molina claimed that the apostates rejected Christ
ian names and ideas~ there were apparently exceptions to this rule.

As well as adding new details to Molina's picture of the Taki Onqoy
movement, Albornoz's Informaciones enriched it with the testimony of nu
merous ordinary Spaniards and lists of sect members and huacas. Shortly
after the Informaciones came to light, another original source appeared. In
1967 French scholar Pierre Duviols edited and published another manu
script from the archives in Seville, also by Cristobal de Albornoz: the In
strucci6n para descubrir todas las guacas del Piru y sus camayos y haziendas,
written in the early 1580s.16 Like Molina's Relaci6n de las fabulas y ritos de
las incas, Albornoz's Instrucci6n collected information about traditional
Andean huacas. But while the title of Molina's book reflected his anti
quarian interests, Albornoz's title and his approach were frankly func
tional. His book was a how-to guide to extirpating idolatry.

Compiling a case study in extirpation, Albornoz recounted his own
efforts in Huamanga, where he served as ecclesiastical visitador from
1569 to 1571. There he found "an apostasy preached among the natives,
which kept most of the natives perverted and separated from our faith
and Christian religion."l? Albornoz did not give a name to this apostasy,
but it was clearly the same movement discussed in his own Informaciones:
the Taki Onqoy. He described the apostasy in detail, noting, "it is neces
sary to say something of the principles and order that they had in their
preaching, and from whence such an invention came, in order to say from
where I drew the principle of discovering huacas...."18

Albornoz presented a rather different picture of the Huamanga
apostasy in his Instrucci6n from that given in his Informaciones. In the In
strucci6n, the Taki Onqoy appeared as an integral part of the Inca cam
paign for reconquest:

These Incas always wanted to regain these kingdoms by any means possible, ...
and finding no better way than by their religion and by resuscitating its preach-

15. Ibid., 89, 99.
16. This document was first mentioned in print in 1890. It was first edited and published

by Pierre Duviols as "Un inedit de Cristobal de Albornoz: La Instrucci6n para descubrir todas
las guacas del Piru can sus camayos y haziendas," Journal de la Societe des Americanistes (Paris) 56,
no. 1 (1967):7-40. The edition cited here is the corrected one by Duviols in Urbano and Du
viols, Fdbulas y mitos, 163-98. On this source generally, see the introduction by Duviols,
137-59. The Instrucci6n's account of the Taki Onqoy, as discussed and quoted here, is found
in Urbano and Duviols, Fdbulas y mitos, 192-95.

lZ Urbano and Duviols, Fdbulas y mitos, 192.
18. Ibid.
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ing, they procured ladino Indians raised among us, and brought them inside with
gifts and promises. And they scattered them through all the provinces of Peru, ...
praying and exhorting all the people who were faithful to their lord to believe that
the huacas were returning above them and would conquer the God of the Chris
tians, and to do their duty and bring back their natural lord from the mountains
where he was buried. 19

This Inca religious revival was directed as much against indige
nous local religion as against Christianity: "[Klnowing the power that
their own native huacas and the huacas' magic-making camayos [priestsl
had among the natives, in order that no one else should order or preach
any other religion than that of the Inca, ... they asked ... for the names of
the huacas and their camayos along with the services and the property
that they had, and later they brought these camayos together and danced
and got drunk with them and killed them without anyone resisting."2o
According to Albornoz, the Inca's emissaries preached the return of the of
ficial huacas only. Other huacas they sought out and destroyed, much like
the Spanish officials did.

These three sources assembled by two Cuzco priests in the twenty
years following the outbreak provide all that historians now know about
what they call the Taki Onqoy. The accounts vary in their details. Only the
Relaci6n describes a radical rejection of Spanish names, food, and clothing.
Only the Instrucci6n describes a campaign against local huacas. All three
sources, however, agree on the central premise of the movement: "that the
huacas were returning above them and would conquer the God of the
Christians."21

Interpretations

Students of the Taki Onqoy have differed radically in their inter
pretations of the heart of the movement. Some saw a campaign of recon
quest by the old Inca order. Others saw instead a resurgence of popular
Andean culture, as distinct from the Inca state. A third group saw a crisis
or transformation in Andean culture. Finall~ a fourth group has con
cluded that the Taki Onqoy was mainly significant as an imaginative con
struct among Spanish intellectuals.

The debate on the Taki Onqoy began in 1964, when Luis Millones
published the first of two brief articles on the Taki Onqoy in Lima journals.
They were based on Molina's Relaci6n and on the Informaciones of Albor
noz, a source never before studied. Their purpose was to introduce Peru
vian intellectuals to a little-known episode from their past. Millones per
ceived the Taki Onqoy as a campaign of "cultural defense." He described

19. Ibid., 193-94.
20. Ibid., 195.
21. Ibid., 194.
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it as "one of the movements of greatest magnitude in colonial America,
which when linked to the most powerful assertion of reconquest-the
Incas of Vileabamba-rapidly extended throughout the Diocese of Cuzco
up to the outskirts of the capital."22 Millones's second article speculatively
enlarged the movement's magnitude, finding traces of it as late as 1613
and as far away as the Argentine border. He apologetically acknowledged
Christian influences on the Taki Onqoy. Regarding the saints' names men
tioned in the Informaciones, Millones commented that "thirty years of
evangelism sufficed for Christianity to enter into the Indian mentality."23
In spite of this taint, Millones celebrated the Taki Onqoy as a nationalist at
tempt at "reconquest."

In 1971 Pierre Duviols introduced a European audience to the sub
ject in his book La lutte contre les religions autochtones dans Ie Perou colonial.
He analyzed the religious dimension of Spanish conquest, a crucial one in
the "encounter between two theocracies"-the Spanish and Inca em
pires.24 After Millones's articles appeared, Duviols discovered and pub
lished the Instrucci6n of Albornoz, which viewed the Taki Onqoy as an
Inca attempt "to regain these kingdoms by any means possible."2s Duvi
ols endorsed this view, describing the Taki Onqoy as a "religious recon
quest on two fronts" (against both Christianity and local religions) by the
"great priest of Vileabamba" and his "theologians of huaquismo."26 Duvi
ols called the movement "the most important indigenous rebellion of the
sixteenth century."27 He concluded that its collapse was inevitable after
the death in 1572 of Tupac Amaru, the last Inca and the "living symbol of
civil and religious authority."28

Those who first studied the Taki Onqoy accepted the interpretation
of it given in the sources: a movement of reconquest by the old order
against the new. If conflicting interests existed within the Andean nation,
as Duviols read the Instrucci6n, then the Taki Onqoy firmly took the side
of the Inca state against both the Spanish and the Andean masses.

Later historians reversed this alignment, however, making the Taki
Onqoy an expression of Andean popular culture, in which the Inca state

22. Luis Millones, "Un movimiento nativista del siglo XVI: EI Taki Onqoy," in Ideologia
mesidnica del mundo andino, edited by Juan Ossio (Lima: Prado Pastor, 1973), 85. The article
was first published in the Revista Peruana de Cultura in 1964.

23. Luis Millones, "Nuevos aspectos del Taki Onqoy," in Ossio, Ideologia mesidnica, 97-98.
This article was first published in Historia y Cultura in 1965.

24. Pierre Duviols, La lutte contre les religions autochtones dans Ie Perou colonial: "L'extirpation
de l'idolatrie" entre 1532 et 1660 (Lima and Paris: Institut Fran<;ais d'Etudes Andines, 1971),
337.

25. Urbano and Duviols, Fdbulas y mitos, 193.
26. Duviols, La lutte contre les religions autochtones, 115-16,346.
27. Ibid., 347.
28. Ibid.
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was at best irrelevant and at worst hostile. Several factors tended to di
minish the importance of the Inca state from its previously central place in
Andean historiography. One was a worldwide trend among historians
during the 1970s away from political history and into social history, shift
ing from a top-down to a bottom-up approach. Another factor was the dis
covery of archaeological evidence confirming the short life span of the
Inca Empire, only about a hundred years. A third factor, one specific to the
Taki Onqoy, was a simple observation from the sources that both Millones
and Duviols failed to make: the highest god of the Incas was the Sun, yet
the Sun did not appear among the gods of the Taki Onqoy.

Peruvian historian Franklin Pease also dealt with the Taki Onqoy in
his imaginative reconstructions of Andean religion. He noted that after
the conquest, "one does not observe the least trace of the survival of a solar
cult."29 Rejecting the sources' claim that the Taki Onqoy revived "the rites
and ceremonies of the time of the Incas," Pease concluded instead that it
was an older popular faith that arose in defiance of the Inca state reli
gion.3D For Pease, the key to the movement was the Quechua word mita,
meaning turn. The mita was the alternating and reciprocal work detail
that had structured the old Andean economy. Pease heard in this one
word the essence of an ancient '~ndean cyclical messianism": "these hua
cas had conquered the God of the Christians and his mita was now
over."31

Italian historian Marco Curatola, studying the sociology of colonial
"crisis cults," built on Pease's ideas. Suggesting that the name "Taki
Onqoy" referred to the epidemic diseases of the Conquest era, Curatola
traced the movement to precolonial rituals performed to ward off disease.
Curatola considered the persistent grassroots integrity of Andean culture
to be the first step toward a "consciousness of the Indians in the Andes, [a]
self-identification as a unique nation."32 The Taki Onqoy, with its grand
alliance of huacas, appeared to him to be a microcosm of this Andean na
tion. Curatola was himself committed to the Peruvian national idea. In the
1990s, he put his current research to one side to write a textbook on Peru
vian social history.33

Pease and Curatola both emphasized the absence of the sun from

29. Franklin Pease, EI dios creador andino (Lima: Mosca Azul, 1973), 44.
30. Millones, ed., EI retorno, 75
31. Pease, "El mito de Inkarri y la vision de los vencidos," in Ossio, ldeologia mesitinica, 450;

and Millones, ed., EI retorno, 64.
32. Marco Curatola, "Mito y milenarismo en los Andes: Del Taki Onqoy a Inkarri," All

panchis (Cuzco) 9 (1976):65-92, 85. See also his article "El culto de crisis del 'Moro Onqoy,'"
in Etnohistoria y antropologia andina, edited by Marcia Koth de Paredes and Amalia Castelli
(Lima: Centro de Proyeccion Cristiana, 1978), 179-91.

33. Curatola, Historia y cultura del Peru (Lima: Universidad de Lima, Facultad de Ciencias
Humanas, 1994).
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the Taki Onqoy pantheon. Further research, however, reassessed the sig
nificance of this absence. A 1979 article by Guillermo Cock and Mary
Eileen Doyle questioned the thesis of the "'death' of the Sun ... and
restoration of the huacas."J4 These two researchers found evidence that a
community of Andean peasants in the seventeenth century secretly wor
shipped the sun. This empirical finding was small and isolated, but it sug
gested an intriguing line of thinking. If the solar cult did not perish with
the Inca Empire but survived in clandestine popular worship, perhaps
state and popular Andean religion were not so far apart after all. Perhaps
both sets of beliefs relied on the sun to raise crops and on the huacas to
ward off disease. Cock and Doyle thus cast doubt on the idea that the Taki
Onqoy-or the Andean people generally-rejected "the time of the Inca."35

But this finding did not halt the trend toward disengaging Andean
popular religion from the Inca state. Other factors still argued for such dis
engagement: the social-history revolution and the brevity of the Inca Em
pire. Both factors influenced the writings of John Murra, a body of work
that has helped historians understand the relationship between Andean
popular religion and Inca state religion.

Under the Inca Empire, a complex distribution of labor and goods
over a huge area operated according not to markets but to the will of the
Inca in Cuzco. How had the Inca state come to wield such power in so lit
tle time? U.S. historian John Murra proposed a model to answer this ques
tion. Andean society, he theorized, was composed of "archipelagos"
tight-knit but geographically scattered groups. The society had evolved
organically into an economy based on long-distance reciprocal obligations
rather than on free exchange. By manipulating this system, the Inca state
was able to acquire massive economic power in a short time.36

The same logic might be applied to Andean religion. Even if no con
flict existed between popular and official religion, as Cock and Doyle sug
gested, it did not follow that popular religion arose from the state. Rather,
the state may have appropriated an existing popular religion, just as it did
an existing system of exchange.

Murra's influence can be detected in several works by U.S. scholars
that dealt with the Taki Onqoy. In the early 1980s, Steve Stern and Karen
Spalding wrote histories of specific Peruvian regions under Inca and
Spanish rule. Their choice of subject matter made a historiographical
point: ignoring political periodization, each studied a local society that was
acted on from outside by the Inca and Spanish states. Both followed Murra's

34. Guillermo Cock and Mary Eileen Doyle, "Del culto solar a la clandestinidad de Inti y
Punchao," Historia y euUura (Lima) 12 (1979):51-73, 51, 53.

35. Ibid., 53.
36. John Murra, Formaciones economicas y poUticas del mundo andino (Lima: Instituto de Es

tudios Peruanos, 1975).
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analysis of the Andean economy, and both perceived the Taki Onqoy as a
development from local "traditional roots." In 1991 Sabine MacCormack
pursued the same logic in asserting that "the persuasive power of Inca reli
gion resided not so much in its imperial prestige as in the fact that it con
verged with long-established Andean religious traditions.")7

Three years earlier in 1988, MacCormack had brought the Andean
nationalist interpretation of the Taki Onqoy to a wide audience in the
United States. He published a lengthy paper on colonial Andean religion
in the American Historical Review, the flagship journal of the historical pro
fession in the United States. Replete with mythological anecdotes and full
page reproductions of art, the piece gave many readers their first look at
an exotic subject. It argued that forced conversion neither destroyed nor
transformed Andean religion. Rather, indigenous ideas remained a self
contained and uncompromised system within colonial Catholicism. An
deans "persisted in constructing their own logically coherent and com
plete interpretation of their world and their experience."38 The Taki
Onqoy, meanwhile, expressed the traditions of ritual healing and the
cyclical worldview discussed by Pease and Curatola, which MacCormack
characterized as a "heightened expression, brought on by conquest, of a
perennial Andean theme."39

Throughout the 1980s, then, the predominant interpretation of the
Taki Onqoy was nationalist, viewing the movement as an enduring An
dean culture centered on either the Inca or the nation at large. During the
same period, a dissenting minority proposed another interpretation.
These scholars saw the movement as a form of social patholog)', a gesture
of despair in the face of colonization. Thus whereas the first group tended
to celebrate the Taki Onqoy as a culture bearer, the second group tended
to deprecate it as irrational or ineffectual.

The earliest example of this second approach was Nathan Wachtel's
La vision des vaincus (1971), published in the same year as Duviols's book.
The two works covered much of the same ground but differed in style and
substance. Wachtel's book, an impressionistic reconstruction of the An
dean experience of conquest, had a more accessible style and reached a
wider audience.

37. Steve Stern, Peru's Indian Peoples and the Challenge of Spanish Conquest: Huamanga to 1640
(Madison: Wisconsin University Press, 1982),3-26, 71; Karen Spalding, Huarochiri, an Andean
Society under Inca and Spanish Rule (Stanford, Calif.: Stanford University Press, 1984),23-41,
247-48; and Sabine MacCormack, Religion in the Andes: Vision and Imagination in Early Colo
nial Peru (Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University Press, 1991), 148-49.

38. Sabine MacCormack, 1/ Pachacuti: Miracles, Punishments, and Last Judgment: Visionary
Past and Prophetic Future in Early Colonial Peru," American Historical Review 93 (1988):
960-1006,961.

39. Ibid., 984.
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Both Duviols and Wachtel attributed to the Inca a central role in the
Andean world and psyche. Both defined the Taki Onqoy in terms of its
relationship with the fugitive Incas of Vileabamba. But while Duviols
viewed the Taki Onqoy as part of the Vileabamba campaign of reconquest,
Wachtel perceived contradictions between the two movements. Whereas
the Vileabamba Incas combined an active plan for reconquest with a free
use of Spanish technology (including guns, roof tiles, and even Christian
missionaries), the Taki Onqoy adopted an attitude of cultural purity but
did not try to revolt.40

Wachtel interpreted the Taki Onqoy's posture in psychological
terms. In his opinion, because the Inca was at the center of the Andean
universe, the murder of the Inca Atahualpa in 1533 was more than a
tragedy-it was an existential crisis. Wachtel described this event as "the
birth of chaos," "order brutally shattered," "a collective trauma," and the
"destructuration" and "deculturation" of Andean society. The Taki On
qoy, as a psychological defense against metaphysical chaos, created a "di
vide" between traditional and colonial worlds. By abjuring the clothes,
food, and faith of the Spaniards, these Andeans attempted the "restruc
turation" of their universe. The Taki Onqoy passively and ineffectually
waited for the huacas to end the Spaniards' mita, stop the chaos, and re
pair the shattered order.41

Another pathological interpretation of the Taki Onqoy was found
in Steve Stern's 1982 study of the Huamanga region, Peru's Indian Peoples
and the Challenge of Spanish Conquest. Historiographical currents in the in
tervening decade had carried Stern far from some of Wachtel's assump
tions. Stern's bottom-up perspective foregrounded the local community,
from whom Inca and Spanish authorities seemed equally distant. Yet
Stern's interpretation of the Taki Onqoy was remarkably similar to Wach
tel's, save that it reflected a local "destructuration" rather than a national one.

Stern attributed the emergence of the Taki Onqoy to "the special
moral character of the crisis experienced in Huamanga."42 Materially,
Stern argued, Huamanga "adapted more or less successfully to colonial
conditions."43 He estimated that the region's mortality from epidemic dis
eases was only 0.5 percent per year. Moreover, local elites benefited ini
tially from the substitution of Spanish overlords for Inca ones. But the loy
alty of those in Huamanga to the old ways created psychological conflict
and guilt. Their sense of collaboration with an evil order led to the Taki
Onqoy, which sought to purge Andean society of any trace of the Spanish

40. Nathan Wachtel, The Vision of the Vanquished: The Spanish Conquest of Peru through Indian
Eyes, 1530-1570, translated by Ben and Sian Reynolds (Hassocks, Eng!.: Harvester, 1977), 179.

41. Ibid., 30, 205, 182, 180.
42. Stern, Peru's Indian Peoples, 68.
43. Ibid., 44.
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world. Unlike the neo-Inca state, the Taki Onqoy "focus[ed] internally
upon the misdeeds of native society rather than externally upon the Eu
ropean agents of evil," and as a result the movement was "politically
defeatist."44

Yet another reading of the Taki Onqoy as a pathological response to
defeat was a 1990 essay that analyzed the movement in Freudian terms.
Like Stern, Moises Lemlij and his coauthors (including Luis Millones, the
initiator of Taki Onqoy historiography) emphasized Andeans' guilty par
ticipation in Spanish culture, citing the saints' names taken by certain par
ticipants. These analysts suggested that if Andeans were tormented by
cultural contradictions, they might naturally focus attention on the care of
the self, on the body. The Taki Onqoy, by policing their clothes, food, and
speech and seeking enlightenment through ecstatic dance, demonstrated
that the body is "the last refuge of the principle of resistance."45

During the 1960s, 1970s, and 1980s, those who studied the Taki
Onqoy tried to use it as a window into Andean culture following the Span
ish Conquest. Their interpretations-whether nationalistic or pathologi
cal, finding cultural survival or cultural despair-were not entirely in
consistent and at times differed mainly in emphasis. The first group was
encouraged by finding cultural persistence, while the second was dis
couraged by finding cultural trauma. Since 1990, however, a group of
young Peruvian historians has challenged using the Taki Onqoy as an
index to the state of Andean culture. Reflecting a greater detachment from
agendas of Andean national history and a more precise and skeptical at
titude toward the sources, these historians have suggested that the docu
ments on the Taki Onqoy may reveal more about their authors than about
their ostensible subject matter.

In EI retorno de las huacas (1990), which combined a new edition of
Albornoz's Informaciones with several interpretive essays, two contribu
tions heralded the beginning of the new historiography. The first was an
introduction to the Informaciones by a co-editor of the text, Pedro Gui
bovich. He expanded the piece the following year into a biographical
study of Cristobal de Albornoz. Guibovich examined in detail the ways
that Albornoz, originally sent to the Huamanga area to investigate non
payment of tithes, turned the Taki Onqoy into a career opportunity. Gui-

44. Ibid., 44, 37, 69.
45. Moises Lemlij, Luis Millones, Alberto Pendola, Maria Rostworowski, and Max Hernan

dez, "EI Taki Onqoy: reflexiones psicoanaliticas," in Millones, ed., EI retorno, 429. Another
treatment of the Taki Onqoy as a response to cultural mixing, created by what the Instrucci6n
called "/adino Indians raised among us," can be found in Rolena Adorno, "Images of Indios
Ladinos in Early Colonial Peru," in Transatlantic Encounters: Europeans and Andeans in the Six
teenth Century, edited by Adorno and Kenneth J. Andrien (Berkeley and Los Angeles: Uni
versity of California Press, 1991).
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bovich argued persuasively that the Taki Onqoy was a much smaller phe
nomenon in numbers and extent than Albornoz claimed.46

The second path-breaking essay in the 1990 collection, a longer
piece by Rafael Varon, agreed that Albornoz had probably exaggerated
the Taki Onqoy's importance to advance his own career. Varon argued that
the sources leave unanswered many questions about the Taki Onqoy. One
concerns the movement's relationship with the neo-Inca state. A connec
tion was not impossible, but Albornoz and others had a vested interest in
linking their local campaign against the Taki Onqoy with the national
campaign against the Vileabamba Incas. None of the documents originat
ing from Vileabamba mention the Taki Onqoy. A second area of uncer
tainty was the movement's relationship to Inca state religion. Lists of Taki
Onqoy huacas and Inca huacas overlap, but only partially. A third issue is
the movement's relationship with local power structures. The sect appar
ently attacked certain local priests, but according to the Informaciones, its
members included certain local kurakas or leaders. Varon concluded that
without more documentation, crucial questions about the Taki Onqoy will
remain unanswered.47

Varon went on to propose that a more fruitful approach would be
to investigate the Taki Onqoy's role in Spanish colonial developments. He
made a suggestive beginning in this direction by speculating on the role of
the extirpation campaign in the rivalry between secular clergy and the
Dominican Order.48

The promise of Varon's speculations was fulfilled in 1992 by Juan
Carlos Estenssoro's fascinating article, "Los bailes de los indios y el pro
jecto colonial."49 Estenssoro focused on a little-studied aspect of the Taki
Onqoy: its practice of ritual dance, as reflected in the movement's name.
The colonial period witnessed a vigorous debate over the permissibility of
Indian cultural practices. Following the teachings of illustrious chronicler
Bartolome de las Casas, the Dominican order defended such practices as
long as they were not explicitly idolatrous. The Spanish government and
the secular clerg~ however, resented Dominican "meddling." The Taki
Onqoy, which was discovered by secular priests in certain Dominican
controlled parishes near Huamanga, may have been used as a tool to dis
credit Dominican pro-Andean policies. Descriptions of madness and pos
session-"Indians who trembled and rolled on the ground" or "who

46. Pedro Guibovich, "Nota preliminar al personaje historico a los documentos," in Mi
llones, ed., El retorno, 23-40; and Guibovich, "Cristobal de Albornoz y el Taki Onqoy,"
Hist6rica (Lima) 15 (1991):205-36.

4Z Rafael Varon, "EI Taki Onqoy: Las rakes andinas de un fenomeno colonial," in Mil
lones, ed., El retorno, 333, 351, 346-47, 353, 355.

48. Ibid., 397-400, 333.
49. Juan Carlos Estenssoro, "Los bailes de los indios y el proyecto colonial," Revista Andina

(Cuzco) 10 (1992):365-66.
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walked like fools and people who had lost their sense"50-may have been
invidious characterizations of the traditional dances that the Dominicans
were defending. Thus the primary significance of the Taki Onqoy may
have been as a political tool in colonial infighting.51

The most aggressively revisionist study of the Taki Onqoy was
published in the same year as Estenssoro's article by the same Cuzco jour
nal, Revista Andina. In "Politica eclesiastica y extirpaci6n de la idolatria,"
Gabriela Ramos found no reason for believing that the Taki Onqoy ever ac
tually existed as a movement. Albornoz's Informaci6n of 1569, written four
years after the Taki Onqoy allegedly appeared, did not mention it. The sec
ond Informaci6n (from 1570) talked about fasts and attachment to huacas
but said nothing that might not apply to any community of reluctant, half
evangelized Andeans. Arguing that Molina's Relaci6n was written at a
later date than previously thought, Ramos concluded that every testimo
nial to a new and distinctive Andean "sect" was belated and unreliable. In
sum, the Taki Onqoy as an organized movement may have been the in
vention of one man for the sake of advancing his own career.52

In comparison with the earlier treatment and given the paucity of
the sources, the Taki Onqoy has received unusually intense study and in
terpretation for more than three decades. The phenomenon first attracted
this attention because it was useful to historians as a vehicle for Andean
national identity. For some it was a vehicle of hope, for others, one of de
spair. But in recent years, historians have concluded that a historical phe
nomenon about which so little is known cannot fairly be required to carry
such a burden. The Andean nation, like every collective entity, looks to its
past for meaning. But we show the historical moment respect by assign
ing to it no more responsibility than its traces can bear.

50. Urbano and Duviols, eds., Fdbulas y mitos, 131; and Millones, ed., £1 retorno, 99.
51. Estenssoro, "Los bailes de los indios."
52. Gabriela Ramos, "Polltica eclesiastica y extirpaci6n de la idolatria: Discursos y silen

cios en torno al Taqui Onqo~" Revista Andina (Cuzco) 10 (1992):147-69, 150ff, 162.
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